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Abstract
The feasible monotone interpolation method has been one of the main tools to prove the
exponential lower bounds for relatively weak propositional systems. Arai (Theoret. Comput. Sci.
170 (1996) 129{144) introduced a simple combinatorial reasoning system, GCNF+permutation,
as a candidate for an automatizable, though powerful, propositional calculus. We show that the
monotone interpolation method is not applicable to prove the superpolynomial lower bounds
for Simple Combinatorial Reasoning. At the same time, we show that Cutting Planes, Hilbert’s
Nullstellensatz and the polynomial calculus do not p-simulate Simple Combinatorial Reasoning.
c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In [1], we introduced a new system for propositional calculus, which gives a natural
framework for combinatorial reasoning using \without loss of generality" argument
and brute force induction. Amazingly, this simple system, called GCNF+permutation
is strong enough to polynomially prove the pigeonhole principle, the mod k principles,
Bondy’s theorem and many other combinatorial theorems [2] 1 . We conjectured that
GCNF+permutation does not polynomially simulate Frege system, although the author
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1 Simpler proofs can be found in [3].
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is not aware of the existence of tautologies which requires superpolynomial size proofs
in GCNF+permutation.
It is a well-known result in classical logic that when A(~p;~q)B(~q;~r) is a tau-
tology with the occurrences of variables fully indicated, there exists a formula C
called interpolant such that the variables in C are from q’s, and both AC and
C B are tautologies. The question whether or not the interpolant is obtainable by
an algorithm working in polynomial time is answered by Mundici somewhat nega-
tively [6]: interpolation functions are not always computable in polynomial-time unless
P=NP \ co-NP. Nevertheless, it is possible to nd such a procedure or to bound the
(circuit) size of the interpolants polynomially especially for particular propositional
systems. In some cases, one can pick monotone circuits as interpolants: resolution,
Cutting Planes are among those which enjoy such property. This fact is used to show
that these propositional systems do not have polynomial-size proofs for a sequence of
tautologies expressing the positive and the negative instances of the k-clique problem
[4, 7, 8].
In this paper, we use the same tautologies to show the opposite result. GCNF+permu
tation has polynomial-size proofs for these tautologies, hence it does not enjoy feasi-
ble monotone interpolation. At the same time, our results show that Cutting Planes,
Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz and polynomial calculus do not polynomially simulate GCNF
+permutation.
The system GCNF is a subsystem of cut-free Gentzen system. GCNF is designed
exclusively for conjunctive normal form formulas.
A literal is a propositional variable p or its negation. The negation of p, p, is
expressed by p. A clause is a nite set of literals, where the meaning of the clause
is the disjunction of the literals in the clause. A nite set of clauses is called a ce-
dent. For simplicity, we express as if cedents as a sequence of clauses. In the rest
of our paper, literals are denoted by l’s, clauses by C’s and cedents by capital Greek
letters.
By a GCNF refutation we understand a sequence of cedents in which every sequent
is an initial sequent of the form, fpg; f pg or derived from previous cedents by one
of following inference rules:
structural inference:
 
  [ ;
logical inference:
 ; C1; : : : ; Ck ; flg
  [;C1 [ flg; : : : ; Ck [ flg (l);
l is an arbitrary literal, which is called the auxiliary literal of this inference.
Now, we introduce new inference rules, renaming and permutation, to GCNF.
renaming:
 
 (q=p)
(q=p):
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 (q=p) is obtained by replacing every occurrence of p by q in  .
permutation:
 (p1; : : : ; pm)
 ((p1)=p1; : : : ; (pm)=pm)
;
where  is a permutation on fp1; : : : ; pmg and  ((p1)=p1; : : : ; (pm)=pm) is the result
of replacing every occurrence of pi (16i6m) in  (p1; : : : ; pm) by (pi).
Let P be a string of symbols (such as formulas and proofs). Then the size of P is
the number of all the symbols used in P, and is denoted by size(P). Next we dene a
scale to measure the eciency of a proof system. We say that a propositional system
S1 polynomially simulates (p-simulates) another propositional system S2 if there is
a polynomial-time algorithm which, given an S2-proof of a formula A, produces an
S1-proof of A.
We say that a propositional system S admits feasible interpolation (or S is a Craig
deduction system) when there exists a polynomial function f satisfying the follow-
ing property. When a formula A(~p;~q)B(~q;~r), with the variables fully indicated,
has an S-proof P, there exists a formula C(~q), with variables fully indicated, such
that
1. both AC and C B are valid, and
2. the DAG (circuit) size of C is bounded by f(size(P)).
Some proof systems, such as resolution and Cutting Planes, admit even a stronger
version of feasible interpolation. When ~q occurs only positively either in A or in B,
we can pick a monotone circuit C as an interpolant. This property is called feasible
monotone interpolation.
We show that GCNF+permutation does not admit feasible monotone interpolation
by using Razborov’s theorem on the lower bounds for monotone circuits size.
We dene the cedent k-Clique(n) to be the following set of clauses:
1. fqi;1; : : : ; qi; ng for 16i6k;
2. f qi;m; qj;mg for 16m6n and 16i<j6k; and
3. f qi;m; qj; l; pm; lg for 16m<l6n and 16i; j6k.
The above clauses encode a graph which has n vertices and contains a k-clique as
follows. We enumerate all the vertices of the graph f1; : : : ; ng. The q’s encode a func-
tion f from f1; : : : ; kg to f1; : : : ; ng. The literal qi;l means that f(i)= l. (The intuitive
meaning of f(i)= l is that the vertex named i in the graph is actually the vertex
named l in the k-clique.) The pm;l encode that there exists an edge between m and l.
Hence, the rst clause means that the function f is dened for all i (i=1; : : : ; k). The
second clause means that f is one-to-one. The third clause means that if there exists
i; j such that f(i)=m and f(j)= l, then there exists an edge between m and l. Note
that k-Clique(n) corresponds to the positive test graph in [9, 5].
We dene the cedent k 0-Color(n) to be the following set of clauses:
1. frm;1; : : : ; rm; k0g for 16m6n;
2. f rm; i; rm; jg for 16m6n and 16i<j6k 0, and
3. f rm; i; rl; i ; pm; lg for 16m<l6n and 16i6k 0.
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The above clauses encode a graph which is a k 0-partite graph as follows. The r’s
encode a coloring function g from f1; : : : ; ng to f1; : : : ; k 0g. The literal rm; i means that
the vertex named m is colored by i. Hence, the rst clause means that every vertex is
colored. The second clause means that none of the vertices has more than one color.
The third clause means that the coloring is proper: when the vertices m and l have the
same color, then there is no edge between m and l. Note that k 0-Color(n) corresponds
to the negative test graph.
We now dene k-Test(n) as the cedent consisting of all the clauses in k-Clique(n)
together with the clauses in (k − 1)-Color(n). The size of k-Test(n) is O(n4). It is
easy to see that k-Test(n) is unsatisable: as a matter of fact, if all the clauses in
k-Clique(n) is true, then the graph contains a k-clique. Any k-clique does not have a
proper (k − 1)-coloring. Than means at least one of the clauses in (k − 1)-Color(n)
must be false.
Theorem 1. k-Test(n) has a proof of length O(n5) and size O(n9) in GCNF+per-
mutation.
Proof. We prove k-Test(n) backwards and reduce it to propositional pigeonhole prin-
ciple. Then, we show that the length of the proof of k-Test(n) is bounded by O(n5).
The cedent k-Test(n) consists of the clauses listed below.
1. fqi;1; : : : ; qi; ng for 16i6k,
2. f qi;m; qj;mg for 16m6n and 16i<j6k, and
3. f qi;m; qj; l; pm; lg for 16m<l6n and 16i; j6k.
4. frm;1; : : : ; rm; k−1g for 16m6n,
5. f rm; i; rm; jg for 16m6n and 16i<j6k − 1, and
6. f rm; i; rl; i ; pm; lg for 16m<l6n and 16i6k − 1.
First, we decompose the clause fq1;1; : : : ; q1; ng in k-Test(n) by applying logical infer-
ences backwards. Then, we obtain n-many cedents of the form fq1; mg;  1 (16m6n),
where  1 denote the cedent obtained from k-Test(n) by deleting the clause fq1;1;
: : : ; q1; ng. Note that fq1; mg;  1 is obtainable from fq1;1g;  1 by exchanging qi;m by qi;1,
pm; l by p1; l and rm; j by r1; j simultaneously (16i6k, 16m6n, 16j6k−1). Hence,
we only need to consider fq1;1g;  1.
Secondly, we decompose the clause fq2;1; : : : ; q2; ng in  1 by applying logical in-
ferences backwards. Then, we obtain n-many cedents of the form fq2; mg; fq1;1g;  2
(16m6n) where  2 denote the cedent obtained from  1 by deleting the clause
fq2;1; : : : ; q2; ng. For m=1, the cedent fq2; mg; fq1;1g;  2 is reducible to the cedent fq2;1g;
fq1;1g; f q2;1; q1;1g, which has a simple proof. For m>1, fq2; mg; fq1;1g;  2 is obtainable
from fq2;2g; fq1;1g;  2 by applying a permutation. Hence, we only need to consider
fq2;2g; fq1;1g;  2.
We keep go on until we obtain the cedent fqk; kg; : : : ; fq1;1g;  k where  k consists of
the following clauses:
1. fqi;1; : : : ; qi; ng for k + 16i6k,
2. f qi;m; qj;mg for 16m6n and 16i<j6k, and
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3. f qi;m; qj; l; pm; lg for 16m<l6n and 16i; j6k.
4. frm;1; : : : ; rm; k−1g for 16m6n,
5. f rm; i; rm; jg for 16m6n and 16i<j6k − 1, and
6. f rm; i; rl; i ; pm; lg for 16m<l6n and 16i6k − 1.
The cedent fqk; kg; : : : ; fq1;1g;  k intuitively means that the vertices f1; : : : ; kg forms a
clique, and it has a proper (k − 1)-coloring. The length of the proof up to now is
bounded by O(n2).
By applying logical inferences of which auxiliary literals are qi; i (16i6k) and a
structural inference backwards, we obtain the cedent  which consists of the following
clauses:
1. fqi;1; : : : ; qi; ng for k + 16i6k,
2. fpm; lg for 16m<l6k,
3. frm;1; : : : ; rm; k−1g for 16m6k,
4. f rm; i; rm; jg for 16m6k and 16i<j6k − 1, and
5. f rm; i; rl; i ; pm; lg for 16m<l6k and 16i6k − 1.
By applying logical inferences of which auxiliary literals are pm; l (16m<l6k),
we reduce it to a propositional pigeonhole principle PHPk . In [1], we already showed
that PHPk has a GCNF+permutation proof of length O(k3) and size O(k6). The length
of the proof combined together is bounded by O(n5). The size of every line is O(n3).
Consequently the size of the proof given above is bounded by O(n8).
Razborov showed that any small size monotone circuit either almost always outputs
0 for the positive test graph, or almost always outputs 1 for the negative test graph
[9]. That means there is no small-size monotone circuit C(~pm; l) such that
C(~pm; l) is false! k-Clique(n) is false; and
C(~pm; l) is true! (k − 1)-Color(n) is false:
Consequently, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1. GCNF+permutation does not admit feasible monotone interpolation.
It was shown that Cutting Planes, polynomial calculus and Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz
do admit feasible monotone interpolation [7, 8]. Hence, they require exponential size
proofs for k-Test(n) (under an adequate translation).
Corollary 2. Any propositional calculus which admits feasible monotone interpola-
tion does not p-simulate GCNF+permutation. More specically; Cutting Planes;
polynomial calculus and Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz do not p-simulate GCNF+
permutation.
It is an open problem whether or not GCNF+permutation admits feasible nonmono-
tone interpolation.
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